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1. Oscar Taveras CF
Born: 6/19/92 Age: 22 Bats: L Throws: L Height: 6' 2" Weight: 200

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic

2014 80 70 50 50 50 70 65
PERENNIAL ALL-STAR 1ST DIV/ALL-STAR

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP
2013 MEM AAA 21 186 25 12 0 5 32 9 22 5 1 .306/.341/.462 .288 .324 -1.0 CF(34): -1.4, RF(6): -0.5 0.8
2013 CRD Rk 21 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.00/1.00/2.00 .712 1.000 -0.1 CF(1): -0.0 0.1
2014 SLN MLB 22 250 28 14 2 7 32 13 37 2 1 .288/.328/.456 .283 .310 -0.1 CF -1, RF -0 1.1
2015 SLN MLB 23 616 76 38 5 19 79 34 93 5 2 .287/.330/.468 .287 .313 -0.4 RF -9 1.6

Breakout: 5% Improve: 31% Collapse: 5% Attrition: 24% MLB: 66% Comparables: Colby Rasmus, Wil Myers, Adam Jones

Drafted/Acquired: International free agent, 2008, Dominican Republic
Previous Ranking: #1 (Org), #2 (Top 101)
What Happened in 2013: A high-ankle injury spoiled what was to be his major-league breakout, limiting Taveras to 
only 46 games in Triple-A.
Strengths: Elite hit tool potential; natural feel for barreling the baseball; elite hands; elite bat speed; controlled 
chaos in the swing; batting title future; power will flow from the hit tool; raw power is near elite; game power 
likely to play above plus; arm is strong; good athlete with instincts for the game; average run; average (or better) 
glove; special offensive profile.
Weaknesses: Greedy at the plate; thinks he can hit every pitch thrown (usually can); can lose counts because of 
aggressive approach; reads/routes need work in center; good athlete but lacks plus run; baserunning needs 
refinement.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; ready for majors; ankle injury on resume (2013).
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: There’s a group of four elite fantasy prospects right now, and Taveras is squarely in the 
middle of it. There’s no one who can touch his batting average projection, which could be league-leading, but 
he’s certainly no slouch in power either (think 25-30 homers, realistically)—and he can even sprinkle in a couple 
of steals. This is a potential future first-rounder here, and a player to build around for the future.
The Year Ahead: Taveras lost some of his high-gloss prospect shine in 2013, but only because he was limited by a 
nagging ankle injury that prevented him from climbing to the major-league level, becoming a media darling in 
the postseason, and admitting to a national audience that his long-term goal is to become my best friend. The 
bat is very special, with electric hands, ferocious bat speed, and contact so easy and natural that it’s conceivable 
that Taveras shares a genetic relationship with the bat in his hand. He’s ready to hit at the major-league level, 
and the medicals suggest the ankle will be ready to go for 2014, so whenever he gets to promotion, be prepared 
to watch a future batting champion and perennial all-star.

2. Kolten Wong 2B
Born: 10/10/90 Age: 23 Bats: L Throws: R Height: 5' 9" Weight: 185

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic
Debuted in 

2013 65 50 50 60 – 60 50
1ST DIV PLAYER ML REGULAR

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP
2013 MEM AAA 22 463 68 21 8 10 45 41 60 20 1 .303/.369/.466 .307 .332 0.7 2B(102): 12.9 4.9
2013 SLN MLB 22 62 6 1 0 0 0 3 12 3 0 .153/.194/.169 .143 .191 0.6 2B(18): 1.3 -0.4
2014 SLN MLB 23 250 29 11 2 4 21 15 39 7 2 .264/.311/.376 .254 .300 0.7 2B 4 1.2
2015 SLN MLB 24 481 50 21 5 7 46 29 71 13 4 .257/.308/.374 .251 .289 1.2 2B 8 2.4

Breakout: 3% Improve: 33% Collapse: 2% Attrition: 15% MLB: 46% Comparables: Steve Lombardozzi, Adrian Cardenas, Luis Valbuena

Drafted/Acquired: 1st round, 2011 draft, University of Hawaii (Honolulu, HI)
Previous Ranking: #6 (Org), #90 (Top 101)
What Happened in 2013: Wong crushed in Triple-A, but struggled with the stick at the major-league level, retard-
ing his prospect value in some circles.
Strengths: Tremendous feel for baseball; natural hitter; quick stroke; more pop than size suggests; hit tool proj-
ects to be plus (or better); several sources see a future .300 hitter; doubles power, but can put balls in the seats; 
above-average glove at second; overall defensive profile could play above average despite fringe arm; runs well; 
instincts and makeup.
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Weaknesses: Setup (leg lift) can affect balance/landing; can struggle with off-speed; lacks plus game power; likely 
to play below average; arm is fringe; accurate but lacks much arm strength; aside from hit tool, needs instincts 
and aptitude to play up to potential.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; achieved major-league level.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: Power production will be the big driver of Wong’s future value. He’s ready to start for the 
Cardinals now, and he should be a good all-around player, especially in deep leagues. In shallow leagues, with-
out 12- to 15-homer pop, he just becomes a guy who can hit around .280 with 20 steals—and while that’s above 
replacement level, it’s essentially a poor man’s Jose Altuve.
The Year Ahead: It’s generic to suggest, but the best way to describe Wong is to say he’s a gamer, a player who 
shows obvious feel and instincts for the game, which allows his average physical tools to play up. The hit tool 
could actually play above plus, as he shows excellent bat-to-ball ability, but the rest of his game lacks much 
impact and could keep him from becoming more than just a major-league regular. With a longer look and time 
to adjust, Wong is going to hit at the highest level, and given his style and approach to the game, it won’t take 
him long to establish himself as a fan favorite.

3. Stephen Piscotty RF
Born: 1/14/91 Age: 23 Bats: R Throws: R Height: 6' 3" Weight: 210

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic

2014 70 50 50 55 70 70 55
1ST DIV/ALL-STAR >AVG REGULAR

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP
2013 SFD AA 22 207 17 9 0 6 24 19 19 7 3 .299/.364/.446 .292 .304 -4.3 RF(48): 0.6 0.6
2013 PMB A+ 22 264 30 14 2 9 35 18 27 4 5 .292/.348/.477 .296 .300 1.1 RF(59): -1.7 1.4
2014 SLN MLB 23 250 26 11 1 6 28 14 38 3 1 .261/.308/.394 .259 .280 -0.4 RF -0, 3B -0 0.4
2015 SLN MLB 24 250 28 12 1 6 28 13 37 2 1 .262/.308/.398 .259 .285 -0.5 RF -1, 3B 0 1.3

Breakout: 2% Improve: 21% Collapse: 2% Attrition: 11% MLB: 37% Comparables: Caleb Gindl, Moises Sierra, Adam Eaton

Drafted/Acquired: 1st round, 2012 draft, Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA)
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: TINSTAASS: There is no such thing as a Stanford swing
Strengths: Natural hitter; has a knack for making hard contact to all fields; can shorten up or add length/leverage 
to stroke; good balance; minimal movement in setup; good approach; hit tool could play to plus-plus; game 
power should play average or better; arm is easy plus-plus; weapon in right; athletic and runs well; good glove/
range for position.
Weaknesses: Bat speed isn’t special; can get tied up by inside velocity; doesn’t project to hit for plus power; more 
doubles/gaps than over the fence; still refining as an outfielder; glove likely to play average.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; 49 games at Double-A level.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: Piscotty is a potential .300 hitter at the major-league level and can augment that with 
15-20 homers. That may not be a fantasy star, but it’s certainly someone who will be plenty helpful in leagues 
of any size—especially in a points format. Like any other Cardinals position prospect, he may not get regular at-
bats as quickly as his talent may dictate.
The Year Ahead: Piscotty can absolutely rake, plain and simple. He might not end up hitting for plus over-the-
fence power, but you can see a projection where he hits .300 with 30+ doubles and 15 homers. Piscotty should 
develop into a solid-average right fielder, with a laser arm and more than enough athleticism for the position. It 
won’t take long for Piscotty to force the issue at the major-league level; a logjam of first-division outfield talent 
waiting for the opportunity to make an already strong team even stronger. The first three prospects on this list 
could eventually end up hitting .300 at the major-league level. That’s pretty crazy. LogJammin’.

4. Alexander Reyes RHP
Born: 8/29/94 Age: 19 Bats: R Throws: R Height: 6' 3" Weight: 185

MLB ETA CT FB CH CB SL OFP Realistic

2017 – 70 55 70 – 60 55
NO.2 STARTER NO.4 STARTER

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE W L SV G GS IP H HR BB SO BB9 SO9 GB% BABIP WHIP ERA FIP FRA WARP
2013 JCY Rk 18 6 4 0 12 12 58.3 54 1 28 68 4.3 10.5 45% .349 1.41 3.39 2.97 4.25 1.1
2014 SLN MLB 19 2 4 0 8 8 39.7 45 5 25 23 5.7 5.2 43% .324 1.75 6.06 5.86 6.59 -0.7
2015 SLN MLB 20 8 10 0 29 29 181.7 181 19 95 128 4.7 6.3 43% .308 1.52 4.89 4.69 5.32 -1.1

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Jenrry Mejia, Jonathan Pettibone, Julio Teheran

Drafted/Acquired: International free agent, 2012, Dominican Republic
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: In his professional debut, Reyes flashed his frontline upside in the Appalachian League, 
missing 68 bats in only 12 starts.
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Strengths: Prototypical size; room for physical projection; electric arm speed; easy action and smooth release; 
fastball already works plus; projects to be plus-plus; 92-98 mph with late action; curveball could be second 
well-above-average offering; hard breaker with tight rotation and heavy vertical bite; feel for changeup; could 
end up playing above average; delivery conducive to command projection.
Weaknesses: Needs general refinement; still transitioning from thrower to pitcher; needs to sharpen up com-
mand; work on sequencing; PFP refinement; holding runners; changeup is third offering; can overthrow the 
pitch; more deliberate in release.
Risk Factor/Injury History: High risk; short-season resume.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: One of two international arms to make the Fantasy 101, Reyes has enough upside to 
overcome his ETA right now. With his raw stuff and the Cardinals’ ability to transform tools into performance, he 
could be a big riser on this list next season and has the potential to be a top fantasy pitching prospect in base-
ball not long after that.
The Year Ahead: It’s a high-risk profile, but Reyes has the highest ceiling of any arm on the Cardinals farm, a 
frontline type who should eventually move into the upper tier of all prospects in the minors. He is still raw and 
needs refinement across the board, but has feel despite being a power arm, and could end up being a faster 
mover than his risk might suggest. With good present size and remaining physical projection, a clean delivery, a 
plus-plus potential arsenal, and pitchability, it would be difficult to build a more prototypical frontline pitching 
prospect, and with a strong debut at the full-season level in 2014, Reyes could rank among the top arms in the 
minors. This is legit.

5. Marco Gonzales LHP
Born: 2/16/92 Age: 22 Bats: L Throws: L Height: 6' 0" Weight: 185

MLB ETA CT FB CH CB SL OFP Realistic

Late 2015 – 55 75 50 – 60 50
NO.3 STARTER NO.4 STARTER

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE W L SV G GS IP H HR BB SO BB9 SO9 GB% BABIP WHIP ERA FIP FRA WARP
2013 PMB A+ 21 0 0 0 4 4 16.7 10 1 5 13 2.7 7.0 33% .214 0.90 1.62 3.36 4.48 0.1
2013 CRD Rk 21 0 0 0 4 2 6.7 8 0 3 10 4.1 13.5 63% .421 1.65 5.40 1.81 4.30 0.2
2014 SLN MLB 22 2 3 0 10 7 35.3 37 4 16 24 4.1 6.1 44% .317 1.50 4.95 4.85 5.38 -0.1
2015 SLN MLB 23 5 7 1 37 23 163.0 168 17 76 128 4.2 7.1 44% .326 1.50 4.69 4.32 5.10 -0.5

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Matt Magill, Cesar Carrillo, Zach Phillips

Drafted/Acquired: 1st round, 2013, Gonzaga University (Spokane, Washington)
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: Popped with the 19th overall pick in the 2013 draft, Gonzales has a changeup that one 
source referred to as the best secondary pitch in the minors.
Strengths: Fluid, athletic delivery; repeats mechanics and consistent with release point; fastball plays to solid-
average; upper-80s/low-90s; grade elevated by command and late arm-side life; changeup is a religious experi-
ence pitch; easy plus-plus; some sources go to 8 with future grade; exceptional deception from the fastball/arm 
in combination with action; plays with two breaking balls; curveball should get to average; command should 
play to plus; great makeup.
Weaknesses: Athletic but not physically imposing; fastball velocity is pedestrian; has to hit his spots to find suc-
cess; breaking balls lack plus potential; curveball is loose, not of the hammer variety; command needs refine-
ment to hit projection.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Moderate risk; limited professional experience; ready to move fast.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: Lefties with great changeups can miss bats just as well as right-handers with great 
breaking balls, so while Gonzales doesn’t have a special fastball, he can provide a lot of fantasy value if the 
change is what it can be. In a beneficial home park and division, Gonzales could post an ERA south of 3.50 along 
with a strong WHIP.
The Year Ahead: Gonzales can ride his smutty changeup all the way to the majors, despite setting it up with an 
average fastball and a fringe (present) breaking-ball assortment. His command will have to be sharp to reach 
his ceiling, but getting bats moving with a decent fastball will allow the mighty changeup to disrupt the timing 
and balance of hitters and miss bats and barrels alike. The 22-year-old should reach Double-A very early in his 
professional career, and could challenge for a major-league job at some point in 2015. Given the explicit rating 
on his changeup, he probably won’t face much of a challenge until he reaches that level.

Weaknesses: Setup (leg lift) can affect balance/landing; can struggle with off-speed; lacks plus game power; likely 
to play below average; arm is fringe; accurate but lacks much arm strength; aside from hit tool, needs instincts 
and aptitude to play up to potential.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; achieved major-league level.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: Power production will be the big driver of Wong’s future value. He’s ready to start for the 
Cardinals now, and he should be a good all-around player, especially in deep leagues. In shallow leagues, with-
out 12- to 15-homer pop, he just becomes a guy who can hit around .280 with 20 steals—and while that’s above 
replacement level, it’s essentially a poor man’s Jose Altuve.
The Year Ahead: It’s generic to suggest, but the best way to describe Wong is to say he’s a gamer, a player who 
shows obvious feel and instincts for the game, which allows his average physical tools to play up. The hit tool 
could actually play above plus, as he shows excellent bat-to-ball ability, but the rest of his game lacks much 
impact and could keep him from becoming more than just a major-league regular. With a longer look and time 
to adjust, Wong is going to hit at the highest level, and given his style and approach to the game, it won’t take 
him long to establish himself as a fan favorite.

3. Stephen Piscotty RF
Born: 1/14/91 Age: 23 Bats: R Throws: R Height: 6' 3" Weight: 210

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic

2014 70 50 50 55 70 70 55
1ST DIV/ALL-STAR >AVG REGULAR

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP
2013 SFD AA 22 207 17 9 0 6 24 19 19 7 3 .299/.364/.446 .292 .304 -4.3 RF(48): 0.6 0.6
2013 PMB A+ 22 264 30 14 2 9 35 18 27 4 5 .292/.348/.477 .296 .300 1.1 RF(59): -1.7 1.4
2014 SLN MLB 23 250 26 11 1 6 28 14 38 3 1 .261/.308/.394 .259 .280 -0.4 RF -0, 3B -0 0.4
2015 SLN MLB 24 250 28 12 1 6 28 13 37 2 1 .262/.308/.398 .259 .285 -0.5 RF -1, 3B 0 1.3

Breakout: 2% Improve: 21% Collapse: 2% Attrition: 11% MLB: 37% Comparables: Caleb Gindl, Moises Sierra, Adam Eaton

Drafted/Acquired: 1st round, 2012 draft, Stanford University (Palo Alto, CA)
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: TINSTAASS: There is no such thing as a Stanford swing
Strengths: Natural hitter; has a knack for making hard contact to all fields; can shorten up or add length/leverage 
to stroke; good balance; minimal movement in setup; good approach; hit tool could play to plus-plus; game 
power should play average or better; arm is easy plus-plus; weapon in right; athletic and runs well; good glove/
range for position.
Weaknesses: Bat speed isn’t special; can get tied up by inside velocity; doesn’t project to hit for plus power; more 
doubles/gaps than over the fence; still refining as an outfielder; glove likely to play average.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; 49 games at Double-A level.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: Piscotty is a potential .300 hitter at the major-league level and can augment that with 
15-20 homers. That may not be a fantasy star, but it’s certainly someone who will be plenty helpful in leagues 
of any size—especially in a points format. Like any other Cardinals position prospect, he may not get regular at-
bats as quickly as his talent may dictate.
The Year Ahead: Piscotty can absolutely rake, plain and simple. He might not end up hitting for plus over-the-
fence power, but you can see a projection where he hits .300 with 30+ doubles and 15 homers. Piscotty should 
develop into a solid-average right fielder, with a laser arm and more than enough athleticism for the position. It 
won’t take long for Piscotty to force the issue at the major-league level; a logjam of first-division outfield talent 
waiting for the opportunity to make an already strong team even stronger. The first three prospects on this list 
could eventually end up hitting .300 at the major-league level. That’s pretty crazy. LogJammin’.

4. Alexander Reyes RHP
Born: 8/29/94 Age: 19 Bats: R Throws: R Height: 6' 3" Weight: 185

MLB ETA CT FB CH CB SL OFP Realistic

2017 – 70 55 70 – 60 55
NO.2 STARTER NO.4 STARTER

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE W L SV G GS IP H HR BB SO BB9 SO9 GB% BABIP WHIP ERA FIP FRA WARP
2013 JCY Rk 18 6 4 0 12 12 58.3 54 1 28 68 4.3 10.5 45% .349 1.41 3.39 2.97 4.25 1.1
2014 SLN MLB 19 2 4 0 8 8 39.7 45 5 25 23 5.7 5.2 43% .324 1.75 6.06 5.86 6.59 -0.7
2015 SLN MLB 20 8 10 0 29 29 181.7 181 19 95 128 4.7 6.3 43% .308 1.52 4.89 4.69 5.32 -1.1

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Jenrry Mejia, Jonathan Pettibone, Julio Teheran

Drafted/Acquired: International free agent, 2012, Dominican Republic
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: In his professional debut, Reyes flashed his frontline upside in the Appalachian League, 
missing 68 bats in only 12 starts.
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6. Carson Kelly C
Born: 7/14/94 Age: 19 Bats: R Throws: R Height: 6' 2" Weight: 200

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic

2017 55 60 – 55 65 60 50
1ST DIV PLAYER ML REGULAR

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP
2013 PEO A 18 168 18 6 0 2 13 13 25 0 0 .219/.288/.301 .242 .248 0.2 3B(31): -4.9 -0.3
2013 SCO A- 18 299 35 16 1 4 32 20 31 1 0 .277/.340/.387 .260 .301 -0.9 3B(64): -7.2 -0.1
2014 SLN MLB 19 250 19 9 0 4 23 10 55 0 0 .211/.246/.301 .204 .250 -0.5 3B -9 -1.8
2015 SLN MLB 20 250 27 11 0 7 28 9 41 0 0 .242/.274/.380 .240 .261 -0.6 3B -9 -0.8

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Josh Vitters, Nolan Arenado, Matt Davidson

Drafted/Acquired: 2nd round, 2012 draft, Westview HS (Portland, OR)
Previous Ranking: #10 (Org)
What Happened in 2013: A second-round pick in the 2012 draft, Kelly shows a lot of promise with the stick, but the 
overall value just received a shot in the arm with a positional move behind the plate.
Strengths: Good athlete, with size and strength; strong arm; good feel for hitting; has quality at-bats; hit tool 
projects to solid-average; bat speed and strength to project for solid-average to plus game power; high baseball 
IQ; top-shelf makeup.
Weaknesses: New to position; needs to learn/refine footwork; strong arm but limited experience throwing from 
behind the plate; game calling is at beginning stages; hit tool isn’t impact; good swing but unlikely to develop 
into plus bat; swing can show some violence and could struggle against better arms/better secondary stuff.
Risk Factor/Injury History: High risk; new developmental trajectory; dual threat.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: This is an interesting one. Kelly was a fringe fantasy prospect as a third baseman, but 
as a catcher, the bat becomes very interesting. He’s a long way from realizing any of this, but he certainly falls 
above the Blake Swihart line as far as future potential goes. Could be a .270 hitter with 20-25 homers.
The Year Ahead: While Kelly might not have profiled as a solid third baseman, his skill set is a much better fit 
behind the plate, where his strong arm can be a weapon, his athleticism can be an asset instead of an obstacle, 
and his overall baseball aptitude can take a solid-average profile to a higher level. It’s going to take time and 
patience, but the defensive opportunities and the offensive projections could make Kelly a first-division talent at 
a premium position. The bat has a good chance to take a step forward in 2014, and I expect more over-the-fence 
power to show up in another pass in Peoria. As he rounds into shape behind the plate, Kelly’s prospect stock 
should soar.

7. Rob Kaminsky LHP
Born: 9/2/94 Age: 19 Bats: R Throws: L Height: 5' 11" Weight: 191

MLB ETA CT FB CH CB SL OFP Realistic

2017 – 60 55 70 – 60 50
NO.3 STARTER NO.5 STARTER

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE W L SV G GS IP H HR BB SO BB9 SO9 GB% BABIP WHIP ERA FIP FRA WARP
2013 CRD Rk 18 0 3 0 8 5 22.0 23 1 9 28 3.7 11.5 53% .373 1.45 3.68 2.87 3.31 0.3
2014 SLN MLB 19 1 2 0 10 5 33.3 38 4 20 19 5.4 5.1 46% .324 1.75 6.11 5.73 6.64 -0.5
2015 SLN MLB 20 4 5 1 34 15 133.7 137 17 68 98 4.6 6.6 46% .314 1.54 5.12 4.89 5.57 -1.0

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Brad Hand, Stolmy Pimentel, Jonathan Pettibone

Drafted/Acquired: 1st round, 2013 draft, St. Joseph Regional HS (Montvale, NJ)
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: Diminutive southpaw with one of the best (if not the best) curveballs in the entire draft 
class, Kaminsky wasted little time showing off his bat-missing prowess in his eight Gulf Coast League appear-
ances.
Strengths: Short but pitches tall with high slot; creates some plane; fastball is average at present, but can push 
the velocity into plus range; some action to the arm side; projects as plus offering; curveball is future plus-plus 
offering; big tumble with tight rotation and depth; hard for bats to adjust to; changeup plays well off fastball; 
fringe at present but projectable; solid-average command projection; competitive.
Weaknesses: Fastball command is fringe at present; can struggle to finish his delivery and work down (which is 
necessary for him to create plane); curveball is a developed pitch and is often used as the primary to a fault; 
fastball velocity can play down; upper-80s and flat when he elevates; changeup is fringe at present; can sail the 
pitch and lose action.
Risk Factor/Injury History: High risk; limited professional experience; 19 years old.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: There may be more fantasy upside to Kaminsky than Gonzales, but there’s also more 
risk and a longer timeline. Which you prefer may just come down to philosophy. The diminutive lefty will be 
pitching in a great park for his fly-ball-inducing skills, and he could rack up close to 200 strikeouts a year if the 
curveball develops into the monster pitch it could.
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The Year Ahead: Kaminsky has all the necessary components to start, despite limited size or physical projec-
tion. He has some pitchability, and the fastball has more projection than fellow southpaw Gonzales. As he adds 
strength to his frame and settles into more consistent velocity, the fastball should develop into an excellent 
compliment to his already monster curveball, a pairing that should allow him to miss a lot of bats at the minor-
league level. The changeup and command need work, but he’s a 19-year-old arm with limited professional 
experience, so refinement will come in the developmental process.

8. Randal Grichuk RF
Born: 8/13/91 Age: 22 Bats: R Throws: R Height: 6' 1" Weight: 195

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic

Late 2014 – 60 – 50 50 50 45
2ND DIV PLAYER PLTN BAT/4TH OF

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP

2013 ARK AA 21 542 85 27 8 22 64 28 92 9 5 .256/.306/.474 .285 .272 3.0 RF(95): 13.0, CF(23): 
-0.8 4.3

2014 SLN MLB 22 250 25 11 2 7 29 6 52 3 1 .242/.269/.397 .243 .280 0.1 RF 2, CF 0 0.3
2015 SLN MLB 23 250 29 11 3 8 31 10 51 2 1 .247/.287/.428 .260 .279 0.0 RF 2, CF 0 1.7

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Carlos Gonzalez, Josh Reddick, Aaron Cunningham

Drafted/Acquired: 1st round, 2009 draft, Lamar Consolidated HS (Rosenberg, TX)
Previous Ranking: #4 (Org; Angels)
What Happened in 2013: Grichuk enjoyed good health for the second straight season, allowing him to take a step 
forward in his development and move beyond the injury issues that slowed his progress after being drafted.
Strengths: Good athlete; can handle the demands of right; arm is solid-average; has good raw strength and 
power; can drive the ball out of the ballpark; good natural lift to the swing; has some bat speed; good hitter 
against left-handers; leaves it all on the field.
Weaknesses: Doesn’t make consistent contact; struggles against arm-side pitching; will get aggressive at the 
plate; susceptible to good off-speed stuff; lacks up-the-middle defensive profile; has power but hit tool could 
limit utility.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; injury free for two full seasons; 500 at-bats at Double-A level.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: Outside of NL-only leagues, Grichuk has minimal value, as the combination of non-sexy 
eligibility and a fantasy ceiling that is barely above replacement leaves a lot to be desired.
The Year Ahead: Grichuk could develop into an average player at the highest level, which sounds like a pejora-
tive outcome, but that is far from the truth. If you assume the hit tool manages to play to fringe-average, but 
he makes enough contact to let his raw power play, Grichuk could be a .250 type with 15-20 bombs, all from a 
decent defensive profile in right field. That’s a second-division player, and that’s probably the ceiling here, but 
that’s still a valuable commodity to have under cost control for six seasons.

9. Tim Cooney LHP
Born: 12/19/90 Age: 23 Bats: L Throws: L Height: 6' 3" Weight: 195

MLB ETA CT FB CH CB SL OFP Realistic

2014 50 50 55 50 – 50 50
NO.4 STARTER NO.5 STARTER

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE W L SV G GS IP H HR BB SO BB9 SO9 GB% BABIP WHIP ERA FIP FRA WARP
2013 SFD AA 22 7 10 0 20 20 118.3 132 8 18 125 1.4 9.5 49% .366 1.27 3.80 2.43 3.29 3.1
2013 PMB A+ 22 3 3 0 6 6 36.0 38 1 4 23 1.0 5.8 43% .316 1.17 2.75 2.74 4.16 0.2
2014 SLN MLB 23 7 8 0 22 22 117.3 126 12 30 88 2.3 6.8 47% .330 1.33 4.29 3.97 4.66 0.3
2015 SLN MLB 24 9 9 0 28 28 170.7 181 17 35 125 1.8 6.6 47% .326 1.27 4.12 3.61 4.48 0.6

Breakout: 8% Improve: 15% Collapse: 7% Attrition: 17% MLB: 28% Comparables: Burch Smith, Brett Oberholtzer, Adam Warren

Drafted/Acquired: 3rd round, 2012, Wake Forest University (Winston-Salem, NC)
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: In his first-full season, Cooney pitched his way to the Texas League, where the former 
third-round pick made 20 starts and missed more than a bat an inning.
Strengths: Polished; sound delivery and good command profile; creates good angle; fastball velocity is average, 
but he spots the pitch well; good arm-side life; changeup is solid-average; plays well off the fastball; good decep-
tion and action; can throw curveball for strikes; cutter can force weak contact; plus pitchability.
Weaknesses: Lacks impact stuff; relies on sharp command and sequence to keep hitters off-balance and force 
bad swings; fastball plays in the zone too often in the 89-91 range; works in Double-A but likely to get hit in the 
majors; finds too many bats; lacks a wipeout breaking ball; unlikely to miss bats at the highest level.
Risk Factor/Injury History: Low risk; Double-A experience; could reach majors in 2014.
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Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: While the strikeout-to-walk rate is awfully pretty, Cooney isn’t someone to target heavily 
in fantasy leagues. He could throw a lot of innings (if he can squeeze into that crowded rotation) with a strong 
WHIP (potentially under 1.20), but he may give back some of those gains in ERA and strikeouts.
The Year Ahead: Cooney is a polished arm with pitchability and a deep arsenal he can locate, which allows him 
to find success at the minor-league level. Despite the size, the angles, and the ability to change speeds, Cooney 
will need to have sharp command to have sustainable success against major-league bats, a starter’s profile but 
more of a back-end variety than a pitcher capable of missing enough bats to be considered a mid-rotation type. 
He will reach the majors in 2014, but I wouldn’t expect more than a number four starter at best, and most likely 
a capable and durable number five type.

10. Vaughn Bryan CF
Born: 6/5/93 Age: 21 Bats: B Throws: R Height: 6' 0" Weight: 185

MLB ETA Hit Power Run Glove Arm OFP Realistic

2017 50 60 75 60 – 65 45
1ST DIV/ALL-STAR BENCH OF/<AVG REG

YEAR TEAM LVL AGE PA R 2B 3B HR RBI BB SO SB CS AVG/OBP/SLG TAv BABIP BRR FRAA WARP
2013 SCO A- 20 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .125/.125/.250 .144 .167 -0.1 CF(1): 0.0, LF(1): 0.3 0.0
2013 JCY Rk 20 261 45 8 5 3 24 22 54 13 3 .280/.341/.394 .269 .348 3.9 CF(57): 1.9 1.8
2014 SLN MLB 21 250 22 8 1 2 15 10 73 4 1 .190/.226/.253 .180 .260 0.2 CF 1, LF 0 -1.1
2015 SLN MLB 22 250 22 8 1 3 19 13 74 1 0 .198/.242/.280 .193 .270 -0.2 CF 1, LF 0 -2.6

Breakout: 0% Improve: 0% Collapse: 0% Attrition: 0% MLB: 0% Comparables: Kevin Kiermaier, Trayvon Robinson, Kirk Nieuwenhuis

Drafted/Acquired: 35th round, 2013 draft, Broward Community College (Fort Lauderdale, FL)
Previous Ranking: NR
What Happened in 2013: The raw 35th-round talent showed a lot more on the field than some expected, and his 
physical electricity made him a much-talked-about sleeper to watch as he matures into a baseball player.
Strengths: Elite athleticism; good present strength; plus-plus run; covers a lot of ground in center; glove projects 
to plus; bat shows promise; good hip rotation and fluidity in the swing; has bat speed and power potential; work 
ethic is plus.
Weaknesses: Very raw; reads/routes need refinement in center; arm is below average; better stick from the right 
side; needs to improve left-handed swing; game power is more gaps than over the fence (at present); impact 
talent but a long way to go.
Risk Factor/Injury History: High risk; limited professional experience; big questions about raw tools playing 
against better competition.
Bret Sayre’s Fantasy Take: This is a fun one. Someone who is undoubtedly unowned in your dynasty league, Bryan 
has tools to make fantasy owners drool. However, he’s forever away (both developmentally and chronologi-
cally) from turning this into production. But a potential 20+ homer, 40+ steal player? That makes his extreme risk 
worth it now in deeper leagues.
The Year Ahead: Bryan is a classic boom or bust prospect, a high-impact athlete who might not be able to turn 
that premium athleticism into usable baseball skills. He can run for days, so his range in center will be a weapon 
if he can refine his reads off the bat and his path to the ball. His arm has strength but plays below average at 
present, but has a chance to improve a bit through instruction. The swing is actually quite pretty, with good 
hips and hands, capable of generating plus bat speed from both sides of the plate. He needs a lot of work, and 
this ranking might be a year premature, but the physical characteristics are hard to ignore; if he can take a step 
forward in 2014, he has the potential to develop into a significant prospect.

Prospects on the Rise
1. SS Chris Rivera: One of the top national amateur talents in his early teen years, Rivera’s stock fell because of 
poor performances at the plate, and he lasted until the seventh round in the 2013 draft as a result. With excel-
lent defensive chops at shortstop and a laser arm, the future is wide open for the 18-year-old, even if the bat fails 
to stand next to the defensive gifts. His feel for the game and athletic gifts could make him a first-division talent, 
and if the bat doesn’t pass the test, his arm could make him a candidate for the mound. Regardless of where he 
ends up on a diamond, this is a player worth keeping an eye on.
2. OF Charlie Tilson: The plus athlete took a big step forward in 2013, hitting his way to the Florida State League 
after missing the entire 2012 season with an injury and subsequent surgery to his shoulder. A fully healthy Tilson 
is an impact talent on all sides of the ball, and if he continues the healthy trend in 2014, his inclusion in the 
Cardinals top 10 will be a given.
3. RHP Sam Tuivailala: An infielder-turned-reliever, Tuivailala made his full-season debut in 2013, and despite 
some minor injury setbacks, he flashed his late-innings upside in a 35-inning sample. Working mainly off a 
fastball that routinely sits in the 97- to 100-mph range, the 21-year-old has the type of fastball to move through 
the minors very quickly. The command needs work, and his hard breaking ball comes and goes, but the fastball 
is special, so if Tuivailala can stay healthy, he should blossom into yet another successful conversion arm for the 
Cardinals.
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Factors on the Farm
Prospects likely to contribute at the major-league level in 2014
1. OF James Ramsey: A first-round pick in the 2012 draft, Ramsey has moved quickly and will be knocking on the 
major-league door at some point in 2014. With a skill set that is more solid-average than special, it will be a diffi-
cult challenge for the 24-year-old to surpass fellow outfielders Oscar Taveras and Stephen Piscotty on the depth 
chart. But his well-rounded game and versatility in the field could make him a viable contributor this season, 
especially in the event of injury or inconsistency to those ahead of him in the line.
2. LHP Lee Stoppelman: Drafted in the 24th round in 2012, Stoppelman had a whirlwind run through the minors in 
his full-season debut, pitching across three levels and finishing the year in the Arizona Fall League. The arsenal 
isn’t going to scare children or break radar guns, but the average arsenal (fastball/changeup/curveball) is brutal 
on lefties, and despite a limited ceiling, the 23-year-old is likely to carve out a long major-league career as a situ-
ational reliever.
3. RHP Seth Blair: It’s been a rocky developmental path for the former supplemental first-round pick, with a poor 
debut season and a scrubbed 2012 season thanks to a tumor found on his pitching hand. But he found his stride 
in 2013, logging 22 starts at the Double-A level, battling with command issues but getting back on the develop-
mental track. His most likely role will come out of the bullpen, where his low-90s fastball and hard breaking ball 
could play up and his command woes could play down. 


